# INFO 203: Unit 1 Student Grading Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRADE</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Conventions</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PASS  | Addresses each element required of the assignment:  
✓ It is clear that the student reviewed the Canvas tutorials  
✓ Student identifies preferred method of navigating to the tutorials  
✓ Student lists how many students are in the course roster.  
✓ Student explains why it is important to keep email address up to date in Canvas. | No spelling, grammatical, or punctuation errors | Response is organized in a thoughtful manner |
| RESUBMIT | Fails to address each element of the assignment | Multiple spelling, grammatical, or punctuation errors  
Poor use of vocabulary and word choice | Response is unorganized  
Response merely restates material in course content  
Response fails to provide attribution for any text derived from outside sources |